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• There are many arguments in favour of Open Access to scholarly publication in particular allowing a better appropriation of research by practitioners and interested citizens.
• In 2018, Open Access represented about 28% of total published scientific articles 1
• While the cost of publication is widely studied 2 ,there are not many reports on the value that open access to scholarly publication can bring
• The aim of this study is the analysis of the value that Open Access brings for the special case of text mining tools.
Open Access -a growing opportunity
Based on the ebola litterature, this initial study exemplifies the extra value obtained when Textmining is applied to Fulltext rather than Abstracts only:
• A much stronger classification power is obtained: it becomes possible to predict PubMed's Textmined Terms.
• The chronology of the 2014 outbreak is observed, and an increase in the number of articles dealing with ebola in West Africa is observed before the event.
• By drawing a tag cloud of the TextMined terms that appear in the FullText only, it is possible to extract concepts that it would be interesting to investigate.
A more comprehensive study will be needed to assess more quantitatively these examples, and to see how these results generalize to other case studies.
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Conclusions
Increased classification power OpSciDia • In 2015, three Liberian healthcare professionals argued that with Open Access, they would have been warned and many lives would have been saved 3 . In response, several authors pointed that Open Access is not enough, and that research and discovery tools were also needed 4 .
• Revisiting this case, we study the weak signals that Open Access combined with the appropriate text mining tools could have detected.
2014 Ebola's outbreak -an emblematic case study
• Corpuses of open-access articles containing "ebola" were retrieved from PubMed
• Each entry was constituted of the following: This allows interesting concepts to emerge:
title|source|abstract|fullText|TextminedTerms

Materials and methods
Chronology of Ebola in West African Countries
• co-occurrent diseases (influenza,hiv)
• environmental conditions (water, temperature) 
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